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The Data and Some Applications

Errors using inadequate data are
much less than those using no
data at all.

Charles Babbage

It is a capital mistake to theorise
before one has data.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,
Scandal in Bohemia

Strings are a very natural way to encode information: They appear di-

rectly with linguistic data (they will then be words or sentences), or with

biological data. Computer scientists have for a long time organised informa-

tion into tree-like data structures: It is reasonable, therefore, that trees arise

in a context where the data has been preprocessed: Typical examples are

the parse trees of a program or the parse trees of natural language sentences.

Graphs will appear in settings where the information is more complex:

Images will be encoded into graphs, and first-order logical formulae also

require graphs when one wants to associate a semantic.

Grammatical inference is a task where the goal is to learn or infer a

grammar (or some device that can generate, recognise or describe strings)

for a language and from all sorts of information about this language.

Grammatical inference consists in finding the grammar or automaton for

a language of which we are given an indirect presentation through strings,

sequences, trees, terms or graphs.

As what characterises grammatical inference is at least as much the data

from which we are asked to learn, as the sort of result, we turn to presenting

some possible examples of data.
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2.1 Linguistic data and applications

In natural language processing tasks, huge corpora are constructed from

texts that have appeared in the press, been published on the web or tran-

scribed from conversations. A small but representative example is as follows:

En un lugar de la Mancha, de cuyo nombre no quiero acor-

darme, no ha mucho tiempo que viv́ıa un hidalgo de los de

lanza en astillero, adarga antigua, roćın flaco y galgo corre-

dor. Una olla de algo más vaca que carnero, salpicón las más

noches, duelos y quebrantos los sábados, lantejas los viernes,

algún palomino de añadidura los domingos, consumı́an las tres

partes de su hacienda. El resto della conclúıan sayo de velarte,

calzas de velludo para las fiestas, con sus pantuflos de lo mesmo,

y los d́ıas de entresemana se honraba con su velloŕı de lo más

fino.

Primera parte del ingenioso hidalgo don Quijote de la

Mancha (The beginning of Don Quijote, by Cervantes)

The text can sometimes be tagged with various degrees of information.

Sometimes, the tagging actually gives us the structure of the text, in which

case, instead of learning from strings the task will more probably consist in

learning from bracketed strings which correspond to trees. A typical parse

tree is represented in Figure 2.1. A corresponding tagged sentence might

be (NP John)(VP (V hit) (NP (Det the) (N ball))). Trees found in tree

banks are transcriptions of natural text that has been tagged and archived

in view of better analysis. The syntactic structure is supposed to help the

semantical manipulation.

S

NP VP

John V NP

hit Det N

the ball

Fig. 2.1. Parse tree for the sentence John hit the ball.
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A number of tasks can be described in computational linguistics. These

include, in the case where what we are given is raw text:

- A first task can consist in associating with each word in a sentence, its

grammatical role. This is called part-of-speech tagging.

- In order to get a better bracketing of a sentence, the brackets are named,

corresponding to their type (noun phrase, verb phrase). The goal is to

find the border of these chunks. The task is usually called chunking or

shallow parsing.

- The task called named entity recognition consists in labelling words into

categories, for example Person or Location.

- Semantic role labelling aims at giving a semantic role to the syntactic con-

stituents of a sentence. It will therefore go one step further on chunking.

- Language modelling is another task: The goal it to build a model with

which the probability of the next word, in a sentence, can be estimated.

- A more complex task is that of predicting if two words are semantically

related (synonyms, holonyms, hypernyms. . . )

2.1.1 Language model learning

In several tasks related with natural language, it is necessary to choose

between different plausible (lexically, or even grammatically) phrases. For

example, these may be transcriptions of some acoustic sequence in a speech

recognition task or candidate translations of a text. In order to choose

between these candidates one would like to propose the sentence which seems

to be most likely to belong to the intended language. Obviously, there would

also be an acoustic score, or a word by word score and perhaps other elements

to take into account.

For example, when using an automatic translation system we may have to

translate the sentence “Il fait beau et nous voulons nous baigner”. Candidate

translations may be:

- It makes beautiful and we want us swim

- It is beautiful and we want to swim

- He is beautiful and we want to swim

Each of these translations may come with a score corresponding to the in-

dividual translations of each individual word. What is needed now is to

compute a score reflecting the fact that the sentence seems to be English or

not.

What can give us the score of likeliness of a transcription is a language
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model, which allows us to somehow know the score of each sequence inside

a language. This can be obtained through having an estimation of the

distribution of all sentences in the chosen language: This is called a language

model.

A very successful technique is to use a window over a corpus to count which

sequences of length n occur often. By simply counting these occurrences we

obtain n-grams. These can be then used to predict the next word or to give

a weight to a sentence.

An interesting alternative is to learn probabilistic automata. This line of

research has been followed by a number of researchers. Some algorithms are

described in Chapter 16.

Natural language processing (Nlp) is a very active research field. The

question is to build models that can be used at the semantic level in order to

understand and create natural language. In this field a natural cooperation

between linguists and computer scientists can take place. Between the issues

addressed here one concerns the important question of language acquisition:

How does a young child learn his first language? The basic model studied

is often that of learning from text and will be explored in Chapter 8.

Another specific point is that it is never of use to learn regular languages

as they do not correspond to good models for natural language. Even if

there are arguments against context-free languages also, these are usually

preferred. We will explore this question in Chapter 15.

2.1.2 Automatic translation

The goal is to translate from one language to the other. In a corpus based

approach, corpora for both the initial and the target will be given. But

another corpus containing pairs of strings, one in each language can also be

used.

A typical example might be a pair with a sentence in Gaelic and its

translation to English:

(Tha thu cho duaichnidh ri arr irde de a coisich deas damh, You are as

ugly as the north end of a southward travelling ox).

The problems raised in this setting are multiple: to build alignments

between the sentences, to learn transducers, but also to have statistical lan-

guage models not only for both languages, but also of the pair of languages.

In the case of less frequently spoken languages, one has to face the problem

of having less data and not be able to rely on statistics. In that case, one can

consider the alternatives of learning through a third language (which may

be typically English or a more abstract language) or that of considering an
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active learning approach: An expert might be interrogated in order to help

translate specific sentences.

The case where the two languages use altogether different alphabets is

called transliteration: A typical issue is that of working on texts written

with different alphabets and attempting to make proper nouns correspond.

Automatic translation has become an increasingly important task. Trans-

lation using rule based systems is interesting but development by experts

of the translation rules is a tedious and far too expensive task. Therefore

constructing automatically these rules from corpora is an attractive alterna-

tive. These automatic translators can take a variety of forms. The one we

are interested here, as being closer to the formal grammar approach, makes

use of transducers. Learning restricted types of transducers is a task for

grammatical inference, as will be seen in Chapter 18.

An interesting point to note is that whereas in natural language there are

now very large corpora for the main languages, this is not so the case for less

common languages or artificial languages. In this case the creation of cor-

pora for translations is expensive, and syntactic methods (like grammatical

inference) may hope to have an edge over purely statistical ones.

2.2 Biological data and applications

Following Wikipedia, “Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a nucleic acid that

contains the genetic instructions used in the development and functioning

of all known living organisms and some viruses.” In the Dna is stored the

genetic information. The basic units are the nucleotides, each nucleotide

being tagged by one of four types of molecules called bases. More abstractly

Dna is composed over a four letter alphabet {A,C, T,G} where A stands for

Adenine, C for Cytosine, T for Thymine and G for Guanine. Strings of Dna

can measure up to millions in length, and there are a number of databanks

in which such sequences can be found. See Figure 2.2 for an example. The

number of possible problems, in which some form of prediction clustering or

classification is needed is ever increasing.

Proteins are macromolecules made of amino acids. They have most of the

active roles in the cell. Abstractly, proteins are composed over a twenty letter

alphabet, each letter being an amino acid itself made of the concatenation

of three nucleotides. In the first example below we present some Dna. The

second case corresponds to a protein sequence.

ATGAAGGCTCCCACCGTGCTGGCACCTGGCATTCTG

GTGCTGCTGCTTGTCCTTGGTGCAG
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Fig. 2.2. Dna.

MKAPTVLAPGILVLLLSLVQRSHGECKEALVKSEMNVNM

KYQLPNFTAETP

Trees are used in biology for many purposes. Between the many sorts of

trees one can find in computational biology, phylogenetic (or evolutionary)

trees are used to describe the ways the species have been modified during the

ages. They show the evolutionary interrelationships among various species

or other entities. Distances over strings (see Section 3.4) can be used to

decide what species are close one to another and to find the genes that

might have mutated over time. An example is represented in Figure 2.3.

Fig. 2.3. Phylogenetic tree.
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Typical tasks in computational biology are to find encoding regions, to

classify sequences, to searching for encoding sections, to align, to discover

distance parameters,. . .

An important issue in this context is to be able to propose intelligible

solutions to the biologists; this means that algorithms returning just one

blackbox classifier might not quite solve their problem.

A specificity of the applications in this field is that the strings under

consideration are very long and therefore the algorithms have to be fast.

2.3 Data and applications in pattern recognition

Images and more specifically contours of images can be made by providing

either a 4 or an 8 letter alphabet describing direction in the plane. We

represent in Figure 2.4(a), a way to encode a contour with an 8-symbol

alphabet, and in Figure 2.4(b) typical digits and encodings of these that

have been used in several applications of hand-writing character recognition

by means of grammatical inference.

Typical tasks will include automatically extracting patterns for each digit

or letter, and then using these patterns for classification: Automata and

grammars can be used as class representatives.

(a) An 8 letter alphabet for images.

(b) A more elaborate alphabet.

Fig. 2.4. Images.
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Graphs are used to represent complex data. Intricate relationships can be

described by graphs when trees or strings are insufficient. The drawback is

that many problems that were easy to solve in the case of trees cease to be so

for graphs. This is the case of testing if two graphs are isomorphic, of finding

the largest common subgraph, of computing a distance or of aligning two

graphs. The development of the World Wide Web and the need for richer

semantical descriptions nevertheless makes the use of graphs as data from

which to learn important. The hardness of grammatical inference makes the

learnability of graph grammars a nearly untouched problem.

Two very simple graphs are represented in Figure 2.5. In the context of

image processing, graphs can appear through Delaunay triangulation, that

is by selecting a number of nodes (that can correspond either to zones or

to important points in the image), and then relating by edges the nodes by

making use of the topological information. A simple example is represented

in Figure 2.6.

1

2

3

4

5

(a)

1

2

3

4

5

(b)

Fig. 2.5. Two graphs.

2.4 Data in computer science applications

Parse trees for programs are obtained through compiling a a program

written in some programming language as a result of syntactic analysis. In

different tasks of engineering these parse trees are the basis for learning. An

example of a parse tree for an arithmetic expressions is provided in Figure

2.7. A very simple fragment of the parse tree for a program in C is given in

Figure 2.8.

Tasks related can be to infer the correct syntax of some unknown (or

forgotten) programming language given some instances of programs, and
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Fig. 2.6. Delaunay triangulation.

perhaps some additional information, like the grammar of a language sup-

posed to be close to the target. Automatic programme synthesis is a field

concerned with (re)building the program given its traces.

E

E + T

T

F

3

T * F

F

5

2

Fig. 2.7. Parse tree for 3+5*2.

2.4.1 Inductive logic programmingSld-trees appear when studying the semantics of a logic program. Given a

logic program, the way the resolution takes place is best described through

Sld resolution (Selected Literal Definite clause resolution). The trees rep-

resenting these computations can be used as a basis for learning in Ilp

(Inductive Logic Programming). See Figure 2.9 for a trivial example.

Inductive logic programming is an active subfield in machine learning. The
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< I >

if < C > then < IL >

a>0 < I >

i=0;

< IL >

< I >

f=1;

< IL >

< I >

while < C > do

i<a

< IL >

< I >

i++;

< IL >

< I >

f*=i;

Fig. 2.8. Parse tree for a small program.

p(b)

q(b) not(r(b))

true

Fig. 2.9. Sld-tree.

goal is to discover, from data and background knowledge both described in a

logical programming language, the program that could account for the data.

There are many difficulties in the task: The encoding of the data is one,

the usual noise one can find is another. But, more than anything else,

one should notice that the richness of representation of the logic programs

is much stronger than that of regular (or even context-free) languages. A

number of added biases have therefore to be used if something interesting is

wanted.
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2.4.2 Information extraction: automatic wrapper generation

The quantity of structured data available today due to the exponential

growth of the World Wide Web introduces a number of challenges to sci-

entists interested in grammatical inference. Html and Xml data appear

as text, but the text is well bracketed through a number of tags that are

either syntactic (Html) and give indications as to how the file should be

represented, or semantical (Xml).

Here is a small piece from an Xml file:

<book>

<chapter>

<name>Introduction</name>

<length>25 pages</length>

<description>

Motivations about the book

</description>

<exercises>0</exercises>

</chapter>

<chapter>

<name>The Data</name>

<length>18 pages</length>

<description>

Describe some cases where the data is made of strings

</description>

<exercises>0</exercises>

</chapter>

<chapter>

<name>Strings and Languages</name>

<length>35 pages</length>

<description>

Definitions of strings and stringology

</description>

<exercises>23</exercises>

</chapter>

</book>

Between the many problems when working with these files one can aim

to find the grammar corresponding to a set of Xml files.

One very nice application in which grammatical inference has been help-

ful is that of building automatically (or semi-automatically) a wrapper. A

wrapper is supposed to take a web page and extract from it the information
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for which it has been designed. For instance, if we are needing to build a

mailing list, the wrapper would find in a web page the information that is

needed. Obviously, the wrapper will work on the code of the web page: the

Html or Xml file. Therefore, grammatical inference of tree automata is an

obvious candidate.

Another feature of the task is that labelling the examples is both cum-

bersome and can be noisy. The proposal is to do this on the fly, through an

interaction between the system and the user. This will justify in part the

rising interest in active learning methods.

2.5 Other situations

2.5.1 Time series

Time series (Figure 2.10) describe (numerical) data over time. As this data is

usually not symbolic, an effort of discretization has to be made before using

it as strings. In many cases, the time series depends on a variety of factors.

This interdependence usually makes grammatical inference techniques less

reliable for problems linked with such data.

Fig. 2.10. Time series.

2.5.2 Music pieces and partitions

Music (Figure 2.11) can be represented by strings in many ways, depending

on the sort of encoding one uses, in knowing if one is transcribing directly
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analogical signal or just re-encoding a partition. The pitch and lengths of

the notes will be the symbols of the alphabet.

Fig. 2.11. Music.

Strings allow to structure the information along just one axis. An exten-

sion used in many fields inside computer science is by means of trees. We

define mathematically trees and terms in Section 3.3. Music can be seen

as a language with each piece being represented by notes, the encoding of

which corresponds to the characters in the alphabet.

A number of problems are of interest: creating models for a composer or

a style, clustering composers, classifying new pieces of music.

The question of polyphony is also crucial as the melody on its own does

not give us all the information we may want.

This is a field where, typically, probabilistic automata have been learnt,
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not so much because of their capacity to adapt as because of the fact that

they can then be used to compose new pieces. Probabilistic automata are

studied in Chapter 5, and some learning algorithms that have been used on

musical style recognition tasks are presented in Chapter 16.

2.5.3 Robotics

An autonomous robot may need to construct a representation of the space

in which it is moving. For this purpose it may move around the room and

use its captors. One should note that there usually is no reset: The robot

will not suddenly get lifted and put back into its original position to start

a new experiment! But we are in a setting where all the prefixes of the

string are meaningful, so the situation is somehow close to the preliminary

example from game theory we have explored in this chapter.

The learning is usually said to be active: This setting is explored in Chap-

ter 9.

2.5.4 Chemical data

Chemical data is usually represented as graphs. But for many reasons,

the chemists have proposed linear encodings of these graphs. Two formal

chemistry languages can be seen as example.

The first, simplified molecular line entry specification (Smiles) is de-

fined as a context-free language. The strings corresponding to molecules

are mostly unambiguous.

The second language is called Iupac international identifier. It allows to

define in a same string various phenomena within the molecule. An example

is drawn in Figure 2.12.

HC

CHCH

HC

HC

CHCH

HC

Fig. 2.12. Smiles string corresponding to cubane: C12C3C4C1C5C4C3C25.

In both cases, three dimensional information corresponding to the molecules

is encoded into the strings.
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2.5.5 User modelling

One may consider the question of trying to anticipate a user’s needs by

comparing the sequence of steps the user is following with prototypes that

have been previously learned. This enables the system to anticipate the

user’s needs and desires, which may be a good commercial strategy.

A typical case corresponds to following a web user’s navigation patterns.

The actual graph of the website is known, and the goal is to predict the next

page the user will be requiring. Cache management or commercial strategy

can be two reasons to want to do this.

The data will be strings, but an enormous amount of noise may be present:

following an individual user which may be using proxies, caches of all types

and be even having a cup of coffee in the middle of his session is not a simple

task, moreover if privacy issues (essential to be considered here) are taken

seriously into account.

2.5.6 Ethology and others

Between the other tasks on which grammatical inference techniques have

been tried we can mention some strange ones like ethology (bird-songs, but

also mating behaviours of flies), learning computer programming language

dialects for reverse engineering, or analysis of a driver’s fuel consumption!

2.6 Conclusions of the chapter and further reading

The use of grammatical inference for computational linguistic tasks can be

researched independently; the historic links can be found in Noam Chom-

sky’s PhD [Cho55], and, between the surveys linking the fields of grammat-

ical inference and that of computational linguistics one can find [AvZ04,

NKN02]. The use of transducers [Moh97], of Markov models [SP97] or of

categorial grammars [Adr92, Kan98, Flo03, Tel05] can be studied elsewhere.

Neural networks have also been applied in this setting [CW08].

Tree bank grammars have been used for some time [Cha96]. Language

acquisition is studied mainly by linguists. A point of view closer to that of

grammatical inference can be found in [BBY04, BB06]. Language modelling

is a task studied by many authors. Andres Stolcke’s approach [Sto94] is

probably the first using probabilistic finite state machines for this.

Automatic translation has used automata called transducers for some time

now [ABD00b, ABD00a]. Complex systems have attempted to use syntac-

tic methods relying on transducers instead of just statistical information

[ABC+01, CV04].
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Many algorithms for the task of learning transducers for automatic trans-

lation have been developed in Spain [CGV94, CVVO98, OV96, Onc98, Vil00].

Transliteration has been investigated via learning of edit distance weights

[Pou08].

Other questions relating to language technologies in which grammar learn-

ing issues are raised include acoustics [VSGG88, CC96] and morphology

[WA02, RS07]

The number of works dealing with formal language approaches to com-

putational linguistics are numerous. To keep the list short, let us mention

the work by Alvis Brazma [BC94, Bra97] for learning of regular expressions,

[BJVU98] for Pattern discovery in biosequences and the many questions

leading [LPN99][SBH+94, Sak97][SB02, WRS+99]

In pattern recognition the work on strings and trees, and grammatical rep-

resentations has taken place in subcommunities (typically the structural and

syntaxic pattern recognition working groups) [Fu74, FB75, GT78, GV90,

BS90, LVA+94]. Extensions to graphs have been studied in [QH06, YH06].

Grammatical inference has also been used to find programming language

dialects: The tasks consist in building, from programs written in some for-

gotten dialect, and some background knowledge about similar languages,

the grammar for that program [DJA06]. Other software engineering tasks

have been looked into, such as of synthesising the behaviour of software

[DLDvL08].

Ilp is concerned with finding a first order logic representation explaining

some data and possibly using a background theory. As this representation

can be a program written in some logic programming language, the question

of learning recursive programs arises. Work in the field has either used Sld

resolutions as data to learn from [Bos96, Bos98] or a transformation of the

ground data into terms as data [dlHB01, BH01, BdlH01].

The fact that structured document analysis could be done through gram-

matical inference has been studied for some time [AMN94, YLT00]. The

next step was to attempt to extract information from the World Wide Web

[HC01, KBvdBB03].

Also linked with the world wide web, trying to learn something from the

navigation of a user, in order perhaps to predict the next page he will access

or to better adapt the site to the current user is a task for which different

grammatical inference algorithms have been tried [KP08]. Manipulating

Xml files has made researchers introduce different types of patterns over

semi structured data [ASA01].

Boris Chiidlovski [Chi01] extracts schema from Xml, as also proposed

Henning Fernau [Fer01], whereas an alternative is Dtds [BNST06].
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One task on which grammatical inference is proving to be particularly

useful is that of wrapper induction: The idea is to find in a web page (or

various of the same type) all arguments of a special sort [CRdR00, Chi00,

CGLN05, KBvdBB03, CM08].

Little work has been done in order to model time series and to predict

with grammatical inference techniques. One notable exception is [GLT01] in

which the value of different currencies are predicted by means of automata

learnt by neural network training methods. The links between grammatical

inference and compression have been studied either in a paradigmatic way

[Wol78], or in order to develop a compression tool that at the same time

discovers the structure of the document to be compressed [NMW97a].

Different representations of music can be used [LJ83]; attempts to classify

musical styles and to create music using grammatical inference have taken

place [CV98, dlH05, CAV08].

There have been some attempts to link grammatical inference with robotics

[DBK+92, RS93, RR95]: The goal has been to get a robot to construct a

map of its environment. The work has actually been more interesting to-

wards the theoretical setting (no reset : The robot does not magically come

back to its starting point when needed).

The conversions from graphs corresponding to molecules to strings are

described in [Jam07] for Smiles [Jam07]) is defined as a context-free lan-

guage. The strings corresponding to molecules are mostly unambiguous.

and in [SHT06] for Iupac.

In [MdlH04, Mur05], Thierry Murgue tries to learn probabilistic finite

automata for web user modelling. Other user navigation pattern extraction

techniques have been used [BL00, KP08, CG08]. An alternative approach

based again on finite state machines [PMJL+07] attempts to anticipate the

needs of customers of a travel agency.

Other and future applications include testing systems: Testing can be

a very expensive matter and the specifications of these systems can often

be described through one type of automaton or anther. Then grammatical

inference can be used to develop a test-set [BGC01], or to check through

interaction with the actual chips used as an Oracle that the specifications

are met [BJR06, RS06].

Other security issues have been studied by modelling the systems as au-

tomata for infinite strings [ADS85, SY93, dlHJ04]: indeed since the hope is

that the system never crashes, the natural assumption is that the positive

examples are infinitely long.

Let us end this survey of examples by noting that the example presented
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in Chapter 1 corresponded to a problem where strategies were discovered by

learning [CM98a, CM99].


